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Improved design of a high-voltage vacuum-insulator interface
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We have conducted a series of experiments designed to measure the flashover strength of various
azimuthally symmetric 45� vacuum-insulator configurations. The principal objective of the experiments
was to identify a configuration with a flashover strength greater than that of the standard design, which
consists of a 45� polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) insulator between flat electrodes. The thickness d and
circumference C of the insulators tested were held constant at 4.318 and 95.74 cm, respectively. The peak
voltage applied to the insulators ranged from 0.8 to 2.2 MV. The rise time of the voltage pulse was 40–
60 ns; the effective pulse width [as defined in Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 7, 070401 (2004)] was on the
order of 10 ns. Experiments conducted with flat aluminum electrodes demonstrate that the flashover
strength of a crosslinked polystyrene (Rexolite) insulator is �18� 7�% higher than that of PMMA.
Experiments conducted with a Rexolite insulator and an anode plug, i.e., an extension of the anode into the
insulator, demonstrate that a plug can increase the flashover strength by an additional �44� 11�%. The
results are consistent with the Anderson model of anode-initiated flashover, and confirm previous
measurements. It appears that a Rexolite insulator with an anode plug can, in principle, increase the
peak electromagnetic power that can be transmitted across a vacuum interface by a factor of ��1:18��
�1:44��2 � 2:9 over that which can be achieved with the standard design.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.8.050401 PACS numbers: 84.70.+p, 77.22.Jp, 52.80.2s, 52.90.+z
I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments conducted on pulsed-power and particle
accelerators typically require that a high-voltage pulse be
transmitted across a vacuum-insulator interface. Since
1964, the standard interface for pulsed applications has
consisted of a 45� polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) in-
sulator between flat electrodes, or several such systems
connected in series [1–36]. (A cylindrical configuration
of several insulators in series is often referred to as an
insulator stack [1,14–17,32,36–44].) Because of various
technical considerations, it is usually desired to minimize
the distance at the interface over which the voltage is
applied; hence it is of interest to develop an interface
with a flashover strength greater than that of the standard
design.

Experiments and observations described in the literature
suggest that the flashover of a 45� interface is most likely
to initiate at the anode triple junction, i.e., at the intersec-
tion of the anode, insulator, and vacuum regions [1,8–
10,13,20,22,25,26]. In Secs. II A, II B, and II C, we present
numerical and analytic calculations which show that the
electric field on the vacuum side of a 45� interface, and that
inside the bulk insulator material, are highest at the anode
05=8(5)=050401(16) 05040
junction. The field is enhanced at the junction by the 45�

geometry and the dielectric mismatch at the vacuum-
insulator interface.

A model of anode-initiated flashover has been developed
by Anderson [8–10,13,25]. We review the model in
Sec. II D. The mechanism proposed by Anderson can be
summarized as follows: At a sufficiently high voltage, the
flashover of a 45� interface initiates at the anode junction
due to emission of electrons from the insulator [1,8–
10,13,25,45,46]. The emission increases the electric field
at the insulator surface, which in turn precipitates bulk-
dielectric-breakdown events at the surface. The events
branch across the surface until they reach the cathode
and the flashover is complete.

The calculations presented in Sec. II show that the
electric field near the anode junction increases as the
insulator’s dielectric constant " is increased, and that the
field near the cathode junction decreases as " is increased.
Hence assuming the Anderson model, we expect that when
all other insulator properties are held constant, the flash-
over strength of an insulator would decrease as " increases.
We also expect that the flashover strength would be
an increasing function of the insulator’s bulk-dielectric-
breakdown strength.
1-1  2005 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Idealized 2D 45� vacuum-insulator interface. The
anode triple junction (atj) is the point at which the vacuum,
insulator, and anode regions meet; the cathode triple junction
(ctj) is similarly defined.
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Seminal experiments conducted by Milton [5,7],
Roth and co-workers [33], and Vogtlin and co-workers
[20,22,26] are consistent with these expectations. Milton
tested a number of insulator materials with " that
ranges from 2 to 	3000, and finds that in general, the
flashover strength decreases as " increases [5,7]. Milton
[5,7] and Roth et al. [33] also find that crosslinked
polystyrene (Rexolite) has a flashover strength comparable
to or greater than that of PMMA. This is as expected,
since as discussed in Sec. II, Rexolite has a smaller dielec-
tric constant and a higher bulk-dielectric-breakdown
strength.

The results obtained by Milton [5,7] and Roth and co-
workers [33] suggest that the flashover of a 45� insulator is
not likely to initiate at the cathode triple junction, since if
this were the case, the flashover strength would increase as
" is increased. This observation is consistent with experi-
ments conducted by Vogtlin, Hofer, and Wilson [20],
which show that when the insulator material is held con-
stant, and shaped electrodes are used to reduce the cathode-
junction field and increase the field at the anode junction,
the flashover strength is reduced.

Vogtlin and co-workers [20,22,26] also conducted ex-
periments with a 45� insulator and an anode plug, i.e., an
extension of the anode into the insulator. The plug was
designed to serve as a partial Faraday cage around the
anode triple junction, to deenhance the junction’s electric
field. The measurements described in Ref. [20] demon-
strate that an anode plug can increase the flashover strength
of a 45� Lexan insulator by at least 38%. (The use of an
anode plug was first proposed by McDaniel in 1975 [47], as
discussed briefly by Anderson in Ref. [9].) Electric-field
calculations of an insulator with an anode plug are pre-
sented in Sec. II E. The calculations verify that a plug can
significantly reduce the field at the anode junction, as first
demonstrated by Vogtlin, Hofer, and Wilson [20].

Motivated by the Anderson model and the results
described by Milton [5,7], Roth et al. [33], and Vogtlin
et al. [20,22,26], we have conducted a series of controlled
flashover experiments to validate that the flashover
strength of a 45� vacuum-insulator interface can be
improved as indicated. The experiments were conducted
with insulators at least a factor of 2.7 thicker, and a factor
of 6.4 larger in circumference, than those described
in Refs. [5,7,20,22,26,33]. We have also conducted
the first anode-plug experiments with a Rexolite in-
sulator. Our results confirm the previous observations
[5,7,20,22,26,33]; i.e., we find that for the conditions
studied, the flashover strength of a 45� interface can be
improved as predicted by the Anderson model.

The experimental arrangement used, and the
various 45� insulator-electrode configurations studied,
are described in Sec. III. Results are summarized in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we discuss limitations of the use of
Rexolite and an anode plug, and present suggestions for
future work.
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II. THEORY

A. 2D electric field of a 45� vacuum-insulator interface

The standard 45� vacuum-insulator interface, first tested
under pulsed conditions by Smith [1], has been used for
pulsed-power applications since 1964 [1–36]. This inter-
face consists of a flat anode, a flat cathode, and a PMMA
insulator with a 45� vacuum-insulator interface. An ideal-
ized two-dimensional (2D) 45� interface is illustrated in
Fig. 1. By convention, the interface outlined in Fig. 1 is
referred to as a 45� system. In a 
45� system, the bottom
electrode of Fig. 1 would be the anode.

As indicated by the figure, the anode triple junction (atj)
is the point at which the vacuum, insulator, and anode
regions meet. The cathode triple junction (ctj) is similarly
defined.

Results of 2D electrostatic-field calculations for the
idealized geometry of Fig. 1 are presented in Figs. 2 and
3. These and all other numerical electric-field calculations
described in this article were performed with ELECTRO

[48], which uses a boundary-element (Green-function)
method to calculate the electric field. The number and
distribution of the boundary elements along the insulator
and electrode surfaces were determined by ELECTRO’s self-
adaptive solver. For each calculation that was performed,
the number of elements was increased by the solver until
the boundary conditions were satisfied to within 0.05%.

The calculations presented in Figs. 2 and 3 assume that
the insulator and electrodes extend infinitely both into and
out of the page, and that the insulator has a relative dielec-
tric constant " of 2.55. As indicated by Table I, this is the
average value for Rexolite at frequencies between 100 kHz
and 1 GHz. The fields presented in Figs. 2 and 3 are similar
to those that would be obtained with PMMA, for which (as
indicated by Table I) the average value of " is 2.92. We
assume " � 2:55 for these figures since most of the experi-
ments discussed in Secs. III, IV, and V use Rexolite.
1-2
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FIG. 2. (Color) The absolute value of the electric-field magni-
tude Em as a function of position for the idealized 45� vacuum-
insulator interface outlined in Fig. 1. The calculation assumes
that the dielectric constant of the insulator " � 2:55. The anode
triple junction (atj) is the point at which the vacuum, insulator,
and anode regions meet; the cathode triple junction (ctj) is
similarly defined. The color legend is a linear scale. The field
is given in units of V=d, where V is the voltage across the
insulator and d is the insulator thickness as defined by Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. (Color) Electric fields as a function of distance along the
vacuum-insulator interface of the idealized 45� insulator-
electrode system outlined in Figs. 1 and 2. The plots assume
that the dielectric constant of the insulator " � 2:55. The quan-
tity En is the absolute value of the electric field normal to the
interface, Et is the absolute value of the field tangent to the
interface, and Em � �E2n � E2t �1=2. The fields are given in units
of V=d, where V is the voltage across the insulator and d is the
insulator thickness as defined by Fig. 1. The distance from the ctj
is given in units of 21=2d, the total length of the interface.
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Figure 2 displays the absolute value of the electric-field
magnitude Em as a function of position. Figure 3 plots (as a
function of distance along the vacuum-insulator interface)
the following quantities: the field magnitude Em; the ab-
solute value of the electric-field component normal to the
interface En; and the absolute value of the tangential
component Et. The fields on both the vacuum and insulator
sides of the interface are plotted; on both sides Em �

�E2n � E2t �1=2. The fields are plotted in units of the mean
electric field, which we define as V=d, where V is the
TABLE I. Measured values of the dielectric constant ", dielectric st
100M) and crosslinked polystyrene (Rexolite 1422). The measu
measurements was performed on 5 samples; the uncertainty given i
[49]. The dielectric-strength measurements were performed under oi
thick. The voltage applied was at 60 Hz, and was increased on each s
breakdown fields reported in the table are rms values.

Insulator property Testing method Polymethyl methacryl

" (100 kHz) ASTM-D-150-98 2:802�
ASTM-D-2520-01

" (1 MHz) ASTM-D-150-98 3:070�
ASTM-D-2520-01

" (10 MHz) ASTM-D-150-98 2:984�
ASTM-D-2520-01

" (100 MHz) ASTM-D-150-98 2:910�
ASTM-D-2520-01

" (1 GHz) ASTM-D-150-98 2:846�
ASTM-D-2520-01

Dielectric strength ASTM-D-149-97a 556�

Water absorption ASTM-D-570-98 �0:328�
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voltage across the insulator and d is the insulator thickness
as defined by Fig. 1. [For example, when V � 500 kV and
d � 5 cm, the peak value of Em in Fig. 2 would be
�2:47V=d� � 247 kV=cm.] The distance from the ctj given
rength, and water absorption of polymethyl methacrylate (acrylic
rements were performed at room temperature. Each set of

s the standard deviation of the mean due to random fluctuations
l (to prevent flashover) on samples that were nominally 0.29 mm
ample at 500 V (rms) per second until breakdown occurred. The

ate (acrylic 100M) Crosslinked polystyrene (Rexolite 1422)

0:008 2:546� 0:004

0:008 2:546� 0:002

0:007 2:546� 0:005

0:005 2:544� 0:004

0:002 2:546� 0:002

7 kV=cm 819� 21 kV=cm

0:002�% �0:054� 0:002�%
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FIG. 4. (Color) The quantity v as a function of " for the
idealized 45� vacuum-insulator system outlined in Figs. 1 and
2. The absolute value of the electric-field magnitude Em near
either an anode or cathode triple junction (atj or ctj) is propor-
tional to rv
1, where r is the distance from the junction [51,52].
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in Fig. 3 is in units of 21=2d, the length of the vacuum-
insulator interface.

Figures 2 and 3 show that for the standard 45� geometry,
the electric field is significantly enhanced at the anode
triple junction. (This geometric enhancement is well
known; please see, for example, Refs. [1,20,50].) The
absolute value of the electric-field magnitude on the vac-
uum side of the anode junction is higher than anywhere
else in the system. The electric field on the insulator side of
the junction is higher than anywhere else inside the insu-
lator material.

B. Analytic scaling of the anode- and cathode-triple-
junction fields

The fields presented in Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained
numerically. As demonstrated by Schächter [51] and
Chung et al. [52], the functional dependence of the electric
field on the distance from either an anode or cathode
junction can be obtained analytically.

For the geometry shown in Fig. 1, the angle � � 45�.
We label this angle � to be consistent with the notation
adopted in Ref. [52]. (In the pulsed-power community, the
insulator angle for a vacuum-insulator interface is usually
defined as 90� 
 �. Hence when � � 45� as in Fig. 1, the
insulator is said to be at 45�; when � � 135�, the insulator
is said to be at 
45�.)

The results obtained in Refs. [51,52] assume an ideal-
ized 2D triple junction, with perfect planar interfaces and
infinitely sharp corners. Under these conditions, when " >
1, then for all � such that 0� <�< 90�, the field precisely
at the cathode triple junction equals 0, and the field at the
anode junction is infinite. Similarly when " > 1, then for
all � such that 90� <�< 180�, the field at the cathode
junction is infinite, and the anode-junction field equals 0.
(Such infinite fields are, of course, mathematical abstrac-
tions achieved at idealized junctions, and would not be
obtained with real materials.) When � is exactly equal to
90�, the field at the anode and cathode triple junctions are
identical, and are equal to the mean field V=d.

Specifically, the absolute value of the electric-field mag-
nitude Em near a 2D vacuum-insulator-metal triple junc-
tion (with arbitrary angles for the vacuum, insulator, and
metal regions) can be expressed as follows [52]:

Em � Krv
1; (1)

where K and � are constants, and r is the distance from the
junction. The constant K is a function of the system
geometry, total applied voltage, and ", and differs for the
anode and cathode junctions. K also depends on whether
the field being considered is on the vacuum or insulator
side of the junction. Equation (1) assumes a steady-state
system, and that there is no field inside the metal. This
equation is applicable only when r is much less than other
characteristic dimensions of the insulator-electrode sys-
tem, such as d.
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For the anode triple junction of the geometry shown in
Fig. 1, v is determined by the following transcendental
equation [51,52]:

" �

 tan�3v�=4�
tan�v�=4�

: (2)

For the cathode triple junction of Fig. 1, v is determined by
[51,52]

" �

 tan�v�=4�
tan�3v�=4�

: (3)

As indicated by Eqs. (2) and (3), when " � 1, then v �
1 for both the anode and cathode junctions. In this case,
since there is no dielectric mismatch between the insulator
and vacuum regions, there is no field enhancement at the
anode, and no deenhancement at the cathode. When " > 1,
then according to Eq. (2), v < 1 for the anode junction, and
according to Eq. (3), v > 1 for the cathode junction.

Figure 4 plots v as a function of " for both the anode and
cathode junctions. As indicated by the figure, for the anode
junction v � 1, and v decreases as " increases. Hence as
r ! 0, Em goes more rapidly to infinity (i.e., is more
enhanced) as " increases. For the cathode junction v �
1, and v increases as " increases. Hence as r ! 0, Em goes
more rapidly to 0 (i.e., is more deenhanced) as " increases.

According to Eq. (2), when " � 2:55, then v � 0:8599.
Hence assuming Eq. (1), we expect that near the anode
junction Em / r
0:1401. Figure 5 compares this analytic
scaling to the numerical calculation of Em at the interface,
on the vacuum side. [The numerical calculation of Em
plotted in Fig. 5 is identical to that labeled Em (vac) in
Fig. 3.] The analytic relation is normalized to the numerical
1-4
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FIG. 6. (Color) The characteristic value of Em near the anode
and cathode triple junctions for the idealized 45� vacuum-
insulator interface outlined in Figs. 1 and 2. Plotted is the field
on the vacuum side of the interface as a function of the dielectric
constant ". We arbitrarily define the characteristic field to be that
at the interface, at a distance �0:01�21=2d from a junction.
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FIG. 5. (Color) The absolute value of the electric-field magni-
tude Em as a function of distance along the vacuum-insulator
interface of the idealized 45� system outlined in Figs. 1 and 2.
The field is that on the vacuum side of the interface, and assumes
that the dielectric constant of the insulator " � 2:55. The plots
compare the field obtained numerically with those given analyti-
cally by Eqs. (1)–(3). [The numerical result is identical to that
labeled Em (vac) in Fig. 3.] The relation Em / r
0:1401 is nor-
malized to the numerical result at a distance 0:01�21=2d� from the
anode triple junction; the relation Em / r0:1401 is normalized at a
distance 0:01�21=2d� from the cathode junction.
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result at a distance 0:01�21=2d� from the anode junction.
The analytic scaling is consistent to within 2% with the
numerical result for distances within 0:2�21=2d� of the
anode junction.

According to Eq. (3), when " � 2:55, then v � 1:1401.
Hence near the cathode junction, Equation (1) predicts that
Em / r0:1401. This analytic relation is also plotted in Fig. 5,
and is normalized to the numerical result at a distance
0:01�21=2d� from the cathode junction. The analytic scaling
is consistent to within 3% with the numerical result for
distances within 0:2�21=2d� of the cathode junction.

C. Characteristic triple-junction fields

As discussed in Sec. II B, the absolute value of the
electric-field magnitude Em at the anode junction for the
geometry of Fig. 1 is infinite for all " > 1. However, this
applies only precisely at the junction. We are also inter-
ested in the field in the vicinity of the junction, i.e., the field
that extends over a nonzero area of the insulator, since this
may be more relevant to insulator flashover.

For this article, we define the characteristic value of Em
near either an anode or cathode junction to be the field on
the vacuum-insulator interface, at a distance �0:01��21=2d�
from the junction. Hence the characteristic field is that at a
distance 1% of the length of the interface away from a
junction. The choice of 1% is arbitrary, and is used only to
05040
provide a consistent estimate of the field near an ideal triple
junction, at which the field is either zero or infinite.

Figure 6 plots (as a function of ") the characteristic value
of Em, on the vacuum side of the interface, for both the
anode and cathode junctions of the configuration illustrated
in Figs. 1 and 2. The fields were obtained from numerical
2D electrostatic-field calculations. As the figure shows, the
characteristic value of Em near the anode junction in-
creases as " is increased; the characteristic value of Em
near the cathode junction decreases with increasing ".

D. Anderson model of anode-initiated flashover

If the flashover of a 45� insulator initiates at the anode
triple junction, then Figs. 4 and 6 suggest that the flashover
strength should decrease as " is increased. Alternatively,
Figs. 4 and 6 suggest that if the flashover initiates at the
cathode junction, then the flashover strength should in-
crease as " is increased.

Experiments conducted by Milton [5,7] and Roth et al.
[33] demonstrate that the flashover strength decreases as "
is increased, which suggest that the flashover of a 45�

interface most likely initiates at the anode. Experiments
conducted by Vogtlin et al. [20,22,26] with shaped elec-
trodes, and other flashover measurements [1,8–10,13], also
suggest an anode-initiated process. These results [1,5,7–
10,13,20,22,26,33] are consistent with Figs. 2 and 3, which
show that the electric field is enhanced at the anode junc-
tion. (We caution that in all these cases, we are comparing
the results of pulsed flashover measurements to static
electric-field calculations.)
1-5
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FIG. 7. (Color) The absolute value of the electric-field magni-
tude Em as a function of position for an idealized 2D 45�

vacuum-insulator interface with a d=4 anode plug. The figure
assumes that the dielectric constant of the insulator " � 2:55.
The anode triple junction (atj) is the point at which the vacuum,
insulator, and anode regions meet; the cathode triple junction
(ctj) is similarly defined. The color legend is a linear scale. The
field magnitude is given in units of V=d, where V is the voltage
across the insulator and d is the insulator thickness as defined by
Fig. 1. Comparing Figs. 2 and 7, it is clear that the plug decreases
significantly the field at the anode triple junction.
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The apparent damage to a flashed 45� insulator is also
consistent with Figs. 2 and 3. The damage is confined to the
insulator surface and appears as a surface dendrite that
originates at the anode junction [1,8–10,13,20,25]. The
dendrite usually starts from a single point near the anode
and branches toward the cathode. The branches, sub-
branches, etc., of a dendrite are approximately self similar,
and a typical dendrite has a fractal geometry with a simi-
larity dimension [53] on the order of �ln 12�=�ln 5� � 1:5.
The dendritic branches extend toward the cathode, as
pictured in Refs. [13,20,25].

A model of anode-initiated flashover has been developed
by Anderson [8–10,13,25]. The model proposes that such a
flashover initiates due to localized electron emission from
the insulator surface. The emission might, for example, be
due to field emission from particulates or other surface
imperfections, or from the insulator material itself [1,8–
10,13,25,45,46]. The model assumes that such emission
brings a small region of the surface closer to the anode
potential, increasing the electric field at the surface. When
the field is sufficiently high, localized bulk-dielectric-
breakdown events would occur at the surface. Since the
electric field is highest at the anode triple junction, both
electron emission and bulk breakdown would most likely
initiate at this location.

Vacuum-diode experiments designed to measure elec-
tron emission from a flat PMMA insulator demonstrate that
emission occurs at 0:4–0:5 MV=cm [13,54]. This is also
the threshold electric field at which emission is observed
from polyethylene, polyethylene terephthalate (Mylar),
polyimide (Kapton), and other dielectrics [13]. As indi-
cated by Table I, for voltage pulse widths on the order of a
few seconds, bulk-dielectric breakdown of PMMA and
Rexolite occurs at approximately 0.6 and 0:8 MV=cm,
respectively. For time scales on the order of 	100 ns,
bulk breakdown in PMMA and Rexolite occurs at
1:5–3:6 MV=cm [29,55]. (The dielectric-breakdown
strength is expected to be reduced somewhat below these
levels near the vacuum-insulator interface, due to imper-
fections in the bulk material at the interface.) Hence elec-
tron emission from the surface of a dielectric is expected to
occur at fields below that required for bulk-dielectric
failure.

Anderson proposes [8–10,13,25] that once it begins,
anode-initiated flashover proceeds as follows: Dielectric-
breakdown events on the insulator surface produce plasma
that expands on the surface and into the vacuum. When the
plasma comes into contact with the anode and is raised
nearer to the anode potential, or when electron emission
from the plasma brings it nearer to the anode potential, the
electric field is increased at the edge of the expanding
plasma on the surface. New generations of localized bulk
breakdowns occur where the field exceeds the bulk break-
down strength of the insulator surface, and the discharge
branches across the interface. The flashover is complete
when the branch tips reach the cathode.
05040
The Anderson model suggests at least three possible
methods for improving the flashover strength of a 45�

vacuum-insulator interface. The model predicts that:
(i) The flashover strength increases as " is decreased,

when the insulator geometry and all other insulator prop-
erties are held constant. (As indicated by Figs. 4 and 6, the
electric-field magnitude Em near the anode triple junction
decreases as " is decreased.)

(ii) The flashover strength increases as the bulk-dielec-
tric-breakdown strength is increased, when the insulator
geometry and all other insulator properties are held con-
stant. (A higher bulk breakdown strength would make it
more difficult to initiate and spread a discharge along the
insulator surface.)

(iii) The flashover strength increases as the electric field
near the anode triple junction is deenhanced, when " and
all other insulator properties are held constant.

E. Anode-plug calculations

As noted by McDaniel [47], Anderson [9], and Vogtlin
and co-workers [20,22,26], the electric field near an anode
triple junction can be deenhanced with an anode plug, i.e.,
an extension of the anode into the insulator.

Figure 7 illustrates an idealized plug that extends into a
45� insulator a depth d=4, and displays Em as a function of
position for this configuration. We present Em since we
expect that electron emission from the vacuum-insulator
interface is determined by Em on the vacuum side of the
interface, and that bulk breakdown inside the insulator is
also determined by Em.
1-6
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FIG. 9. (Color) The peak value of Em on the vacuum side of an
idealized 2D 45� vacuum-insulator interface, as a function of
anode-plug depth. The figure assumes that the dielectric constant
of the insulator " � 2:55. (When the depth is equal to 0, we plot
the characteristic value of Em near the anode triple junction.)
Also plotted is the characteristic value of Em near the cathode
triple junction. The fields are given in units of V=d, where V is
the voltage across the insulator and d is the insulator thickness as
defined by Fig. 1.
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FIG. 8. (Color) The absolute value of the electric-field magni-
tude Em on the vacuum side of an idealized 2D 45� vacuum-
insulator interface, as a function of distance along the interface.
The figure assumes that the dielectric constant of the insulator
" � 2:55. The field is plotted for four different anode-plug
depths. [The plot for the case with no plug is identical to that
labeled Em (vac) in Fig. 3.] The field is given in units of V=d,
where V is the voltage across the insulator and d is the insulator
thickness as defined by Fig. 1. The distance from the ctj is given
in units of 21=2d, which is the total length of the vacuum-
insulator interface.
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Figure 8 plots Em as a function of distance along the
vacuum-insulator interface, on the vacuum side, for 4
different anode-plug depths. [The plot for the case with
no anode plug is identical to that labeled Em (vac) in
Fig. 3.] In Fig. 9 we plot the peak value of Em on the
vacuum side of the insulator surface as a function of plug
depth. When there is no plug, we plot in Fig. 9 the char-
acteristic value of Em near the anode triple junction, as
defined in Sec. II C. When the plug depth equals either
d=16 or d=8, we assume that the radius at the edge of the
plug equals the plug depth. When the depth is between d=4
and 7d=8, we assume that the radius equals 2d=15, to be
consistent with the experiments discussed in Secs. III, IV,
and V. (Figures 7–9 assume that the insulator and elec-
trodes extend infinitely both into and out of the page, as do
Figs. 2–6.)

As indicated by Figs. 2 and 7–9, an anode plug can
significantly reduce the peak field on the surface of a 45�

insulator. For the plug geometries considered here, the
peak field is minimized for a plug depth between d=4
and d=2.

Of course, an anode plug improves the performance of
an insulator-electrode system only when bulk-dielectric
breakdown through the dielectric is much less likely to
occur than flashover across the vacuum-insulator interface.
The field in the bulk material increases as the depth of the
05040
plug is increased. The contour of the plug design depicted
in Fig. 7 includes a simple radius; the peak field in the bulk
material can be reduced substantially with a more complex
shape.

As indicated by Figs. 8 and 9, increasing the plug depth
beyond ~ d=4 does not significantly decrease the field on
the insulator surface, whereas it substantially increases the
field in the bulk material. Hence it appears that for a given
application and set of constraints, an optimum plug depth
exists that significantly deenhances the electric field at the
anode triple junction while minimizing the electric-field
magnitude in the bulk material. Figs. 8 and 9 suggest that
the optimum depth is on the order of d=4.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. System configuration and procedures

Motivated by the Anderson model described in Sec. II D
and the measurements performed by Milton [5,7], Vogtlin
et al. [20,22,26], and Roth et al. [33], we have conducted a
series of controlled flashover experiments to validate that
the flashover strength of a 45� vacuum-insulator interface
can be improved as indicated. We chose an angle of 45�

because according to Smith [1] and Milton [5], this angle
optimizes the flashover strength of a PMMA insulator, and
according to Milton [5], 45� is also optimum for Rexolite.
(In Ref. [5], Rexolite is referred to as C-Lecstyrene, and
also as cross linked styrene.)
1-7
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The experiments described below were conducted
with insulators at least a factor of 2.7 thicker, and a factor
of 6.4 larger in circumference, than those studied in
Refs. [5,7,20,22,26,33]. We have also performed the first
anode-plug experiments with a Rexolite insulator. Each
insulator tested was in the shape of an axisymmetric
ring; a cross-sectional view of a typical configuration
used for the experiments is presented in Figs. 10 and 11.

The insulator thickness d (as defined by Fig. 1) was
4.318 cm. The circumference of the vacuum-insulator in-
terface at the midplane was 95.74 cm. The anodes and
cathodes were machined to a surface finish with a root-
mean-square value of 0:3–0:6 �m; the insulators were
machined to a finish of 0:6–1:0 �m. (These finishes were
chosen because they are comparable to those which can be
achieved for the components of a large-diameter insulator
stack, such as the 3.3-m-diameter stack of the Z accelerator
[36– 44].) As discussed in Sec. III B, portions of the elec-
trode surfaces were hard anodized [56] for some of the
experiments. The thickness of the anodized coating was
25–51 �m; the root-mean-square value of the roughness of
the anodized surfaces before the experiments was 1–2 �m.
The surface finishes given here were validated with a
profilometer; no other microscopic surface measurements
were performed.

The experiments were conducted with no sources of
charged particles or ultraviolet radiation except for those
inherent to the insulator-electrode system itself when op-
erated at high voltage. There was also no magnetic field
anode
cathode

insulator

water

vacuum

symmetry
axis

O-ring
groove

FIG. 10. Outline of the experimental arrangement. The hard-
ware is cylindrically symmetric about the axis. The outer radius
of the insulator is 22.48 cm.

05040
except that due to the displacement current that charged the
capacitance defined by the insulator and electrodes. This
field was orders of magnitude less than that required for
magnetic flashover inhibition [14,44].

The vacuum region indicated in Figs. 10 and 11 was
evacuated with a 25.4-cm-diameter cryogenic vacuum
pump for at least three hours before each shot. The inner
surface of the insulator ring formed the vacuum-insulator
interface. The insulator was not coated with oil or any other
substance for the experiments. The outer insulator surface
was in contact with water, used here as a high-voltage
insulating medium. To inhibit the formation of a water
arc, the axial thickness of the insulator on the water side
of the insulator was thicker than on the vacuum side. (An
earlier hardware design did not have this feature, and
occasionally failed due to a water arc that severely cracked
the insulator.) The water resistivity was approximately
15:5� 2:0 megahom-cm. Hermetic water-vacuum seals
were made with ethylene-propylene O-rings with a nomi-
nal inner diameter of 38.1 cm (15 in.) and a nominal minor
diameter of 0.476 cm (3=16 in.). The O-rings were covered
anode

cathode

insulator

vacuum

d/4 anode plug

small cathode bump

O-ring
groove

FIG. 11. Detail view of Fig. 10. The insulator-electrode ge-
ometry shown is that of configurations F, G, and H.
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with a thin layer of Dow Corning silicon lubricant. The
pressure in the vacuum region during a shot was 6:2�
10
7–1:3� 10
5 torr.

Before going under vacuum, the measured gap at the
cathode triple junction between the insulator and the cath-
ode was � 0:02 cm. On shots taken without an anode plug,
the measured gap at the anode junction was � 0:004 cm.
On shots taken with a plug, the nominal gap at the anode
junction was 0.076 cm. The anode-plug hardware was
designed to produce such a gap to guarantee that the
anode rested on the insulator at the anode-plug location,
instead of at the sharp insulator corner at the anode triple
junction.

The voltage pulse applied across an insulator was gen-
erated by the 1.2-ohm ZM accelerator [57]. When the
accelerator’s Marx charge voltage was 55 kV, the accelera-
tor delivered a 2.2-MV pulse across the insulator, which
was in effect an open-circuit load. Four dD=dt monitors
measured the voltage across the insulator. The monitors
were equally spaced azimuthally, located in the anode
(nominally at ground potential) on the water side of the
insulator, at a radial distance of 16.7 cm from the outer
insulator surface. The monitors were calibrated in situ
using an inductive short-circuit load and calibrated current
monitors. A small correction to the monitor signals was
performed to obtain the voltage across the insulator.

The damage to the insulator and electrodes caused by a
single flashover, and the debris released, were substantial,
since the current delivered to a flashover plasma was on the
order of 1 MA. Hence the hardware could not be condi-
tioned as it usually is for flashover measurements; i.e., the
hardware could not be left under vacuum for repeated shots
until stable flashover measurements were obtained.
Instead, after each shot the anode and insulator were dis-
assembled and removed from the accelerator. The anode,
cathode, and insulator were cleaned with 280-, 400-, and
600-grit silicon-carbide sandpaper, class-10 clean-room
towels, and ethyl alcohol filtered to remove particles
with diameters greater than 0:2 �m. After reassembly, in
preparation for a subsequent shot, the insulator and elec-
trodes were dusted with an ionizing air gun (filtered to
remove particles with diameters greater than 0:2 �m), and
gaseous carbon dioxide from a hand-held pressurized
canister.

Nine sets of measurements were performed, one for each
of the nine insulator-electrode configurations that were
tested. A new cathode, anode, and insulator were used at
the beginning of each set of measurements.

B. Insulator-electrode configurations

The nine insulator-electrode configurations that were
investigated are described in Table II and are labeled A
through I. For each configuration except H, the anode and
cathode were fabricated from aluminum alloy 6061-T6;
configuration H used instead stainless steel 304L.
05040
Figure 10 illustrates the general hardware layout used for
all the configurations. Figures 10 and 11 show the specific
geometry used for configurations F, G, and H; the region
indicated by Fig. 11 differed for the other configurations.

Configuration A is the standard 45� insulator-electrode
system: a flat uncoated cathode (with no cathode bump); a
flat uncoated anode (with no anode plug); and a 45�

PMMA (acrylic-100M) insulator. Configuration B is iden-
tical to A except the insulator material for B is Rexolite
1422. The insulator-electrode geometry of configurations
A and B is essentially that given by Fig. 1. It is also
identical to Figs. 10 and 11, except that configurations A
and B have neither an anode plug nor a cathode bump.

Configuration C is identical to B, except that for C, the
entire anode and cathode surfaces exposed to vacuum were
hard anodized [56]. We tested an anodized coating since it
inhibits electron emission from the cathode at electric
fields less than 300 kV=cm [58,59]. Configuration C also
includes a small cathode bump, which slightly reduces the
electric field near the cathode triple junction, and simulates
the shape of a grading ring that might be used in the
insulator stack of a pulsed-power accelerator. The
cathode-bump geometry used is shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

Configuration D is identical to C, except D includes a
larger cathode bump. The geometry of D, including that of
the larger bump, is a 0.756-scale version of the insulator-
electrode configuration used for the vacuum-insulator
stack of the Z pulsed-power accelerator [36–44].

Configuration E is identical to B, except E includes a
d=4 anode plug to reduce the electric field at the anode
triple junction. The insulator-electrode geometry of E is
identical to that given by Figs. 10 and 11, except that E
does not include a cathode bump.

The geometry used for configurations F, G, and H is
precisely that given by Figs. 10 and 11. F, G, and H have
identical geometries but use different electrode materials.
These were varied to determine if they have a significant
effect on insulator flashover. For configuration F, part of
the cathode was hard anodized [56]. The cathode was
anodized from the symmetry axis shown in Fig. 10 to the
outer edge of the cathode bump shown in Fig. 11, and was
not anodized outside this edge. For configuration G, the
entire anode and cathode surfaces exposed to vacuum were
hard anodized. For configuration H, both the anode and
cathode were fabricated from stainless steel, and were
uncoated.

Configuration I is identical to F (and Figs. 10 and 11),
except that for I, the anode-plug depth is d=2.

Figure 12 gives Em as a function of position for the
geometry outlined in Figs. 10 and 11, which is that of
configurations F, G, and H. (The 25–51 �m thick anodized
coating was not included in the electric-field calculation.)
Figure 13 plots Em as a function of distance along the
vacuum side of the interface, for 6 of the 9 configurations.
The fields for configurations C and D are similar to that of
B, except that the C and D fields are somewhat lower near
1-9



TABLE II. Summary of insulator-flashover measurements. Each of these was obtained with an uncoated 45� polymethyl methac-
rylate (acrylic-100M) or crosslinked polystyrene (Rexolite-1422) insulator at a pressure � 1:3� 10
5 torr. Aluminum alloy 6061-T6
was used for all of the aluminum electrodes; stainless steel 304L was used for configuration H. The flashover measurements were
performed with no external sources of charged particles or ultraviolet radiation, and a magnetic field due only to the displacement
current that charged the capacitance defined by the insulator and electrodes. The quantities Ep, teff (nominal), �SM, ���SM�, and ��X�
are defined in Sec. III C. The values given for �SM assume Ep is expressed in kV=cm, teff in �s, and d, C in cm. For all these
measurements d � 4:318 cm and C � 95:74 cm.

Hardware
config-
uration
label

Anode
material

Anode
geometry

Cathode
material

Cathode
geometry

Insulator
material

Number
of shots

Ep

(kV=cm)

Nominal
value of
teff (�s) �SM ���SM� ��X�

A Aluminum Flat Aluminum Flat PMMA 19 265 0.0073 242 5% �21� 4�%

B Aluminum Flat Aluminum Flat Rexolite 28 293 0.0141 286 3% �15� 2�%

C Anodized
aluminum

Flat Anodized
aluminum

Small
bump

Rexolite 13 277 0.0090 258 5% �18� 4�%

D Anodized
aluminum

Flat Anodized
aluminum

Large
bump

Rexolite 13 282 0.0047 247 3% �10� 2�%

Combined data for configurations B, C, and D 54 287 0.0099 270 2% �16� 2�%

E Aluminum d=4 plug Aluminum Flat Rexolite 13 426 0.0132 413 7% �25� 5�%

F Aluminum d=4 plug
Partially
anodized
aluminum

Small
bump

Rexolite 13 398 0.0105 377 8% �30� 6�%

G Anodized
aluminum

d=4 plug Anodized
aluminum

Small
bump

Rexolite 11 430 0.0070 391 4% �13� 3�%

H Stainless
steel

d=4 plug Stainless
steel

Small
bump

Rexolite 14 437 0.0136 424 6% �23� 5�%

Combined data for configurations E, F, G, and H 51 423 0.0110 402 3% �23� 2�%

I Aluminum d=2 plug
Partially
anodized
aluminum

Small
bump

Rexolite 14 403 0.0073 368 7% �24� 5�%
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the cathode triple junction. The field for configuration E is
similar to that of F, G, and H, except that the field for E is
somewhat higher near the cathode junction.

C. Data analysis

Section II D reviews the Anderson model of anode-
initiated flashover, which describes the formative compo-
nent of the flashover process. Assuming that the character-
istic statistical component of the flashover delay time is
much greater than the flashover-plasma formation time, we
can use the statistical-flashover model described in
Ref. [36] to estimate the probability that a flashover occurs.
The data are analyzed using this statistical model.

The statistical model predicts that for an applied uni-
polar voltage pulse V�t�, the flashover probability f�t� of a
single 45� insulator between flat electrodes is given by
f�t� � 1
 exp
�


E10p teffC

k10

�
; (4)
050401
teff �
1

E10p

Z t

0
E10��� d�; (5)

k �
�SM exp�0:24=d�

�ln2�1=10
: (6)

The quantity Ep � Vp=d is the peak value in time of the
mean electric field E�t� � V�t�=d, Vp is the peak voltage in
time across the insulator, d is the insulator thickness as
defined by Fig. 1, C is the insulator circumference at the
midplane of the vacuum-insulator interface, and �SM is a
constant. Equation (6) assumes d is expressed in cm.

The flashover probability f�t� equals 50% when

Ep�teffC�1=10

exp�0:24=d�
� �SM: (7)

Assuming Ep is expressed in kV=cm, teff in �s, and C, d in
cm, the average value of the statistical-model constant
�SM � 224� 15 for PMMA, and �SM 	 248 for
-10
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FIG. 14. (Color) Typical voltage pulses applied across an insu-
lator for the flashover experiments.
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FIG. 12. (Color) The absolute value of the electric-field magni-
tude Em as a function of position for the axisymmetric insulator-
electrode configuration of Figs. 10 and 11. The field assumes that
the dielectric constant of the insulator " � 2:55. The color
legend is a linear scale. The field is given in units of V=d, where
V is the voltage across the insulator and d is the insulator
thickness as defined by Fig. 1. The field plotted does not include
effects due to the O-ring grooves shown in Figs. 10 and 11. A
calculation with the grooves included shows that they change the
peak value of Em at the vacuum-insulator interface by 1%,
and that the field very near the sharp corners of the grooves
are on the order of 3V=d. This assumes that the grooves are
completely filled with ethylene propylene (" � 2:6), the O-ring
material.
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FIG. 13. (Color) The absolute value of the electric-field magni-
tude Em on the vacuum side of the vacuum-insulator interface, as
a function of distance along the interface, for 6 of the 9
configurations listed in Table II. (The fields for configurations
C and D are similar to that of B, except that the C and D fields
are somewhat lower near the cathode triple junction. The field
for configuration E is similar to that of F, G, and H, except that
the field for E is somewhat higher near the cathode junction.)
The fields are given in units of V=d, where V is the voltage
across the insulator and d is the insulator thickness as defined by
Fig. 1. The distance from the ctj is given in units of 21=2d, which
is the total length of the vacuum-insulator interface.
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Rexolite, for the measurements summarized in Table I of
Ref. [36].

We define the flashover strength of an insulator to be the
value of Ep at which the flashover probability equals 50%.
Hence according to Eq. (7), when teff , C, and d are held
constant, the flashover strength is proportional to �SM.

The statistical model given by Eqs. (4)–(7) was devel-
oped for a 45� insulator-electrode system assuming that the
insulator material is either PMMA or Rexolite, with no
anode plug. Under these conditions, the model appears to
be valid when 100 � Ep � 651 kV=cm, 0:5 ns � teff �
10 �s, 0:5 � d � 5:72 cm, and 7:85 � C � 1003 cm
[36].

Presently an insufficient number of measurements have
been performed to determine whether the model is appli-
cable to an insulator that includes an anode plug. Until such
measurements are available, we make the tentative as-
sumption that Eqs. (4)–(7) apply to all 45� insulator-
electrode systems considered in this article, and that only
the constant �SM differs for the various configurations.
050401
At least 11 flashover measurements were performed for
each of the 9 configurations listed in Table II. Typical
insulator-voltage waveforms V�t� for shots with and with-
out an insulator flashover are plotted in Fig. 14.

We recorded V�t� for each shot. From each waveform we
obtain the peak electric field Ep that was achieved. We also
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obtain the effective width teff [defined by Eq. (5)] of the
voltage pulse from t � 0 until the time at which E�t� � Ep.
We use these values of Ep and teff to calculate for each shot
the following quantity:

X �
Ep�teffC�1=10

exp�0:24=d�
: (8)

For each of the 9 sets of measurements that were per-
formed, we calculate Ep and X, the mean values of Ep and
X. For the cumulative flashover-distribution function given
by Eq. (4), X and �SM are related as follows [60]:

X �
��1� �1=10��

�ln2�1=10
�SM � 0:987�SM � �SM; (9)

where � is the gamma function [61]. (Following Ref. [36],
we ignore the factor of 0.987, and simply equate X with
�SM.) From Eq. (7), we obtain a nominal value of teff ,
which we define as

teff �nominal� �
�
�SM exp�0:24=d�

EpC
1=10

�
10
: (10)

The values of Ep, �SM, and teff �nominal� obtained in
this manner are listed in Table II. We also list ���SM�,
which is the standard deviation of the mean X � �SM, and
��X�, the standard deviation in the values of X [49]. (These
quantities are related by ���SM� � ��X�=N1=2, where N is
the number of measurements [49].)

As discussed in Sec. III A, we were unable to condition
the insulator and electrode hardware as is normally done
for flashover measurements. However, we did observe
evidence of partial conditioning. As mentioned previously,
a new set of hardware was used at the beginning of each of
the 9 sets of measurements. We observed that the first shot
in a set almost always produced a value of X somewhat
lower than X. We attribute this to sharp edges, machining
lubricants absorbed at the hardware surfaces, inclusions in
the insulator and electrode surfaces, and other fabrication
artifacts, and have excluded such first-shot data from the
analysis.
IV. RESULTS

The results of the experiments are summarized in
Table II. Comparing the results obtained with configura-
tions A and B, we find that the statistical-model constant
�SM of Rexolite is �18� 7�% higher than that of PMMA.
This is within 2� of the 9% value observed (on average) by
Milton [5,7,36], and the 11% value obtained by Roth et al.
[33]. Since these values differ by less than 2�, they are not
significantly different, and are consistent at a 95% confi-
dence level [49]. Assuming the Anderson model of anode-
initiated flashover, these results are also consistent with
Figs. 4 and 6, and the electrical properties of Rexolite and
PMMA listed in Table I.
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As indicated by Figs. 4 and 6, the electric field near the
cathode triple junction is higher for Rexolite than PMMA.
Hence, if the flashover of a 45� insulator is most likely to
initiate at the cathode triple junction, we would expect
Rexolite to have a lower value of �SM than PMMA. Our
observations contradict this, and instead support the
Anderson model.

It appears that configurations C and D do not work as
well as B. We believe this is due primarily to damage to the
anodized coatings caused by the repeated flashovers of the
experiments. New electrodes were used at the beginning of
each set of measurements; however, during the course of
each set of experiments conducted with an anodized coat-
ing on the cathode (or on both the cathode and anode), the
coating became pitted near the cathode junction (or near
both the cathode and anode junctions). The pitting oc-
curred in an almost continuous ring around the entire
circumference. It is possible, of course, that if an anodized
coating is operated without being subjected to repeated
megampere flashovers, and consequently without being
severely pitted, the coating may not adversely affect the
flashover performance of an insulator-electrode system.
(Since an undamaged anodized coating inhibits electron
emission [58,59], it may actually reduce the flashover
probability.)

In the 5th row of Table II, we present results obtained by
combining all the data taken with a 45� Rexolite insulator
without a plug. Combining the data in this manner is
meaningful only if the variations in the results obtained
with configurations B, C, and D are not due to the differ-
ences in these configurations, but primarily to statistical
fluctuations in the measurements.

Comparing configurations B and E, we find that a d=4
anode plug increases the statistical-model constant �SM of
a 45� Rexolite insulator by �44� 11�%. This result is
consistent (to within 2� ) with anode-plug experiments
performed by Vogtlin, Hoflin, and Wilson [20]. These show
that a 45� Lexan insulator with d � 1 cm, C � 8:8 cm,
and an anode plug that extends a depth of 63% into the
insulator does not flash when Ep � 391 kV=cm and teff �
0:067 �s. Assuming the statistical-flashover model given
by Eqs. (4)–(7), we estimate that �SM for this configuration
is >292. This is >38% higher than the value of 211 that we
infer for a 45� Lexan insulator without a plug. (We infer
this value as follows: The average value of �SM for the 45�

PMMA flashover measurements summarized in Table I of
Ref. [36] is 224. These were obtained without an anode
plug. From the data presented in Ref. [5], we estimate that
the constant �SM for a 45� Lexan insulator without a plug
is approximately 94% of that of PMMA. Multiplying 224
by this factor gives 211.)

Our results are also consistent with anode-plug
experiments performed by Vogtlin and colleagues
[20,22,26] with a PMMA insulator. These experiments
were conducted with a 45� insulator with d � 0:5 cm,
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C � 10:37 cm, and teff � 0:836 ns, with and without a
63% anode plug. The plug increased the nominal flashover
strength from 522 kV=cm to more than 630 kV=cm, or by
more than 21%. The insulator with a plug failed at
630 kV=cm due to bulk-dielectric breakdown, and not
surface flashover, so a more accurate value of the improve-
ment due to the plug was not recorded.

The results obtained with configurations B and E, and
the measurements performed by Vogtlin et al. [20,22,26],
are consistent with Figs. 2 and 7–9, which show that an
anode plug substantially reduces the peak value of Em at
the vacuum-insulator interface. These observations are
consistent with the Anderson model, and are inconsistent
with a cathode-initiated-flashover mechanism.

The constants �SM for configurations E, F, G, and H, all
of which include d=4 anode plugs, are the same to within
the statistical uncertainties in �SM, i.e., to within 2�.
Hence it appears that the cathode bump and electrode
materials tested in these systems do not have a significant
effect on �SM. In the 10th row of Table II, we present
results obtained by combining all the data taken with a 45�

Rexolite insulator and a d=4 plug. We caution, however,
that configurations F and G, both of which include an
anodized coating, have slightly lower values of �SM than
E and H, which is consistent with the trend observed with
configurations B, C, and D.

The constant �SM for configuration I is comparable to
that obtained with E, F, G, and H, which suggests that a d=2
plug performs approximately as well as a plug that extends
a depth of d=4. Assuming the Anderson model, this ob-
servation is consistent with Figs. 8 and 9, which show that a
d=2 plug reduces the peak value of Em on the vacuum-
insulator interface by only 1.5% below that achieved with a
d=4 plug.

Although the d=4 and d=2 plugs have comparable flash-
over strengths (i.e., comparable values of the constant
�SM), we observed a serious limitation of the d=2 design.
On one of the shots taken with configuration I, the insulator
failed catastrophically due to bulk-dielectric breakdown.
Vogtlin and co-workers [20,22,26] also observed such bulk
breakdowns with a 0:63d anode plug. We did not observe
such a failure with a d=4 plug, although on 3 of the 51 shots
taken at this plug depth, we observed the formation of a
small dendrite in the bulk insulator material, near the
anode-plug radius.

We note that assuming the cumulative flashover-
probability distribution given by Eq. (4), the theoretical
value of ��X�, the standard deviation in the values of X
[Eq. (8)], is calculated to be 12% [60]. This is an ideal limit
and, as expected, is less than almost all the observed
standard deviations listed in the 12th column of Table II.
We believe that most of the observed deviations are greater
than 12% because of shot-to-shot fluctuations in the fol-
lowing: (i) the conditioning of the hardware; (ii) damage to
the hardware caused by the flashovers; (iii) the cleaning
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and refurbishment procedure (which was performed manu-
ally); (iv) the particulate content on the surfaces of the
insulator and electrodes; (v) the roughness of these sur-
faces; and (vi) inclusions in these surfaces. We expect that
flashover experiments conducted on an accelerator with an
impedance substantially greater than 1:2 � would result in
standard deviations closer to the theoretical value of 12%.
Such experiments would cause less hardware damage, and
would allow repeated flashover measurements to be per-
formed without breaking vacuum and refurbishing the
hardware between shots.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Rexolite and anode-plug limitations

As indicated by Table II, the statistical-model constant
�SM of Rexolite is significantly greater than that of
PMMA. Hence it appears that Rexolite would be a superior
dielectric for use in the high-voltage vacuum-insulator
interface of an accelerator.

Because of operational requirements, a vacuum-
insulator interface may be routinely exposed to water vapor
in air during cleaning. For some accelerators, the insulator
that forms the vacuum-insulator interface also serves as the
barrier between the accelerator’s vacuum and water sec-
tions. Under such conditions, Rexolite would be expected
to outgas more rapidly under vacuum than PMMA since
(as indicated by Table I) Rexolite absorbs less water. We
caution, however, that a Rexolite-water interface may have
a weaker dielectric strength than a PMMA-water interface,
since Rexolite does not ‘‘wet’’ as well.

Table II also suggests that an anode plug improves the
performance of a 45� vacuum-insulator interface.
Comparing the results obtained with configurations A
and E, we find that in principle, a Rexolite insulator with
a d=4 plug can increase the peak electromagnetic power
that can be transmitted across a vacuum interface by a
factor of approximately �1:7�2 � 2:9 over that which can
be achieved with the standard PMMA interface. Of course,
such a gain can be realized only when other failure mecha-
nisms (such as bulk dielectric failure of Rexolite, vacuum
breakdown between the electrodes, etc.) can be prevented.

However, the use of anode plugs for a large-diameter
insulator stack, such as the 3.3-m-diameter stack of the Z
accelerator [36– 44], presents some difficulties. The metal
used for the plug is not likely to have the same thermal
coefficient of expansion as Rexolite. (For example, the
expansion coefficient of aluminum is approximately 2:5�
10
5=C, whereas for Rexolite it is 	7� 10
5=C.) Hence a
large radial gap would be required between the plug and
insulator to accommodate the expected range of operating
temperatures. Machining tolerances would further increase
the size of the gap.

The radial gap used for the experiments described in this
article was 0.076–0.178 mm. Assuming an aluminum plug,
we estimate that a nominal gap on the order of 1.2 mm
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would be required for a 3.3-m-diameter stack. This as-
sumes a 10 �C temperature variation, and a �0:5 mm
machining tolerance on the diameters of both the anode
plug and Rexolite insulator.

Although numerical calculations show that a radial gap
does not significantly affect the peak field at the 45�

vacuum-insulator interface, such a gap may increase the
probability of bulk-dielectric breakdown. For the geometry
illustrated in Fig. 7, the characteristic electric field in a
vacuum gap near the plug radius is on the order of
2:30"V=d, i.e., a factor of " greater than the peak field
plotted in the figure. If there is residual gas in the gap (due
to material outgassing or the emission of electrons from the
insulator), corona in the gas could erode the insulator and
increase the probability of insulator failure. Additional
experiments would be needed to characterize the perform-
ance as a function of the gap, and to develop an optimum
vacuum-insulator design incorporating a gap significantly
greater than the range tested.

B. Suggestions for future work

The results listed in Table II assume Eqs. (4)–(7) apply
to the configurations incorporating an anode plug. The
configurations tested all have the same insulator thickness
d and circumference C; in addition, all the measurements
were performed with the same value of teff (to within a
factor of 3). We propose that experiments be conducted
with larger values of d and C, and values of teff that differ
significantly from those used for this study, to determine
whether Eqs. (4)–(7) apply to an anode-plug configuration.
We also suggest that sample-to-sample fluctuations
[18,19,32] in the constant �SM be measured for insulator-
electrode systems that include an anode plug.

In addition, it would be of interest to conduct experi-
ments with novel insulator-electrode geometries, as de-
scribed in Refs. [18,19,62,63], to explore whether
flashover strengths greater than those obtained with an
anode plug can be realized. The development and testing
of new dielectric materials with values of " lower than that
of Rexolite, and with higher bulk-dielectric strengths, may
also lead to improved flashover performance.

Moreover, we suggest that future flashover experiments
be conducted on both high- and low-impedance accelera-
tors. A high-impedance system delivers less current to a
flashover plasma, and hence causes less damage to the
insulator and electrodes. Because a high impedance causes
less damage, it also permits a higher shot rate, which
enables a reduction in the statistical uncertainties in the
measurements. High-impedance experiments provide a di-
rect assessment of vacuum interfaces designed to operate
with little accumulated damage. Such experiments would
complement those conducted on a low-impedance accel-
erator, as described in this article. A low-impedance ma-
chine delivers more current to a flashover, which causes
more damage, but enables a realistic assessment of the
050401
performance of a vacuum interface expected to undergo
repeated high-current flashovers.
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